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introduction

TURNING ASIA INSIDE OUT

Each year, when we come to decide on
the conference programme, we seek
to address new and different themes
whilst also taking into account delegate
feedback from previous years. This
year is no exception and apart from the
Partnerships in Practice Workshop this
afternoon – which is a much discussed
but still crucial topic – our themes
are fresh and with an energetically
different approach.

Kapur: “The Indian traveller is far more
sophisticated, aware of brands and does
his research well in advance on where
they should go shopping.”

of the importance of customer service and
how we can all do better!
If you don’t manage to catch friends and
colleagues during the day, then there’s
no better place to find them after the
conference than in the TFWA Asia Pacific
Bar, open from 17:30 today – I’ll certainly
see you there for a drink or two!
Networking is such a crucial part of this
week; that’s why we are again providing the
ONE2ONE concept, enabling exhibiting
brands/suppliers to arrange private meetings

Today we aim to turn Asia ‘Inside Out’ with

with retailers and airport commercial

in-depth looks at the major markets of

executives. This year we have had record

China, India and Japan, sandwiched between

interest in the facility and expect that over

expert sessions on different aspects of

300 meetings will take place this week.

retailing best practice.

Finally, I must mention our friends and

Much of the day’s content will feature

colleagues in Japan. When we were putting

research from the various markets,

today’s programme together, no-one could

including CAPA in India, JTM in Japan, and

have imagined the events that were to take

KPMG in China, as well as internal surveys

place in Japan. In the final lead-up to today,

for the Partnerships in Practice session and

we were not sure whether we would be

APTRA consumer research, which will be

able to go ahead with the Japan Workshop,

revealed in the TFWA Industry Association

but participants from the country assured

Working Lunch. These will provide a great

us that they still intended to be here. The

deal of relevant and real information for you

Japanese have been a cornerstone of the

to absorb and act upon – so be ready to jot

duty free and travel retail industry from its

down some notes!

very beginnings and we can only applaud

We’re delighted to welcome true leaders in

this nation for the resilience and persistence

their field here today. Christian Blanckaert,

that dominates the Japanese spirit.

President, Petit Bateau and former VP of

Looking ahead, our next major event is

Hermès International, has a remarkable

TFWA World Exhibition in Cannes – the

knowledge and insight into the development

global stage for the travel retail industry. Do

of luxury brands in the region; while Rohit

not forget that it takes place a month earlier

Talwar, CEO Fast Future, promises an

this year, from September 18 to 23. Make

inspirational discussion on the key retail

sure it’s in your diary.

opportunities and challenges facing us in

'India Inside Out '
Dilip Kapur, President, Hidesign, will address
today’s ‘India Inside Out’ workshop. He gave Ross
Falconer a preview of the insights he will share
regarding travel retail opportunities in India.

the region.
Sessions are broken up with business
networking opportunities over coffee and,
of course, the TFWA Industry Association
Working Lunch, which seeks to highlight
the most pressing concerns and threats
for the industry both globally and in Asia

A key message will be that the strategy

is young and is looking for a busy airport

Pacific. Places are limited and you should

for premium and luxury brands in India

environment with food and entertainment,

have reserved your place already if you

must be specifically tailored to the Indian

rather than peace and quiet. “The good news

wish to attend.

market. Kapur explained that, unlike South

is that they are great shoppers, and not just

East Asia and even China to a certain

for Indian sarees and electronics. Those

extent, those companies that have not

days are gone and the Indian traveller is far

specifically worked out their product and

more sophisticated, aware of brands and

pricing strategy have not been successful.

does his research well in advance on where

“The first adventurers into the Indian

they should go shopping,” he said.

retail market, such as Nike, Benetton and

With only India’s private sector airports

Adidas, had a rough time breaking even or

currently offering a modern retail

TFWA World Exhibition
2011 change
of dates

expanding until they amended their product

environment, the shortage of available space

and pricing strategy for India,” he said.

in relation to demand is a fundamental

“Price is a major issue since, despite the

issue, and Kapur calls for airports to

rapid economic growth, the value equation

embrace travel retail and offer transparent,

in India seems to be different.”

expanded retail opportunities.

With high Customs duties and regulatory

Hidesign is already present in the UK, US,

hurdles, costs are high for products

Russia and Austria, while in South East Asia,

Please note that the new dates for this

made outside India. This requires either

it currently has a presence in Australia,

year’s TFWA World Exhibition in Cannes are

manufacturing the product in India, which

Malaysia and Vietnam. “We believe our

18-23 September 2011, instead of October

works for some brands which also have a

future growth will come from this area,

as previously announced. The change of

source of low-cost manufacturing for their

hence our presence at TFWA Asia Pacific &

timing follows the announcement by French

other markets, or heavily subsidising the

GATE ONE2ONE. Presence in airports will

President Nicolas Sarkozy that the City of

product for India.

give us the brand recognition we need to be

Cannes has been chosen as the venue for

According to Kapur, it must always be kept

successful,” concluded Kapur.

the G20 meeting in early November 2011.

in mind that the Indian travelling consumer

It’s a packed day, but stay to the end
because we can promise a really uplifting
final presentation from Ron Kaufman,
author of “Up! Your Service”. He’ll remind us

Thom Rankin
Vice-President
Conferences & Research, TFWA
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leisure and social activities

social
scene
TFWA
Asia
Pacific
Bar

venue and can be found on Level 3

Monday 16 May to Thursday 19

Lunch from 11:30 to 15:00

May, 08:00-19:30

(last orders at 14:15)
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The leisure and social programme at TFWA Asia Pacific &
GATE ONE2ONE truly offers something for everyone, with
a range of activities providing opportunities to relax and
network outside business hours. This year sees the return
of the popular Pool Party, while a highlight of the week is
always the fabulous Singapore Swing Party.

of the Suntec Centre. Badge holders
can use the Bar for meetings during
breakfast and lunch, and once
the exhibition closes it becomes a
vibrant after-hours venue.
Breakfast served from
08:00 to 09:30

Suntec, Level 3
Bar from 18:00 to 19:30
The TFWA Asia Pacific Bar is the

(except Monday, open from 17:30)

ideal networking location within the

Badge holders only
Tuesday 17 May, 19:30
Mandarin Oriental Hotel
The Pool Party makes a
welcome return, with a
stunning new location – the
Mandarin Oriental Hotel. It
really is the ideal opportunity
for some mid-week relaxation,
with delegates to be treated
to complimentary massages
and a barbecue buffet.
Dress code: Casual/Pool wear
Entrance by invitation only.
A shuttle service will be
available from all major hotels.

The Travel
Retail Business

The DFNI
Awards for

Blues
Night

Travel Retail
Excellence in
Asia/Pacific
Tuesday 17 May, 18:00

Monday 16 May

Suntec Theatre, Level 2

21:30 until late
Le Baroque, Chijmes

The DFNI Awards for

P
ML
o

Tanjong Beach Club (Sentosa)
by

in Asia/Pacific recognise

fixture during the week of

the achievements of the

TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE

Asia/Pacific travel retail

ONE2ONE. The Travel Retail

industry, with awards

Business invites all delegates

in several categories

and exhibitors to attend. The

decided by a vote

Billy Norman Band will play a

open to all companies

scintillating set of live blues

operating in the region.

and rock music.
Open to all TFWA
Important: All attendees

Asia Pacific & GATE

must bring their TFWA Asia

ONE2ONE participants.

Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE
badges to gain entry.

Dress code: Business

The Singapore Swing Party

A NEW E XPRESSION IN WINE

P
ML
o

is traditionally a highlight of
the week. This year sees a
spectacular circus theme, with
Come along and relax
at the Pool Party

Travel Retail Excellence
The Blues Night is a renowned

Wednesday 18 May, 19:30

Kindly sponsored by:

Enjoy a tasty barbecue buffet
and complimentary massages
helping to make this a perfect
mid-week escape

Asian Circus taking place at
the stunning surroundings of

Located in the heart of the city with
a view of the city

the Tanjong Beach Club and its

Mandarin Oriental
Marina Square.
5 Raffles Avenue Singapore

seafront, poolside terrace. The
entertainment promises to be a

Dress code : casual
Entrance by invitation only
A shuttle service will be available
from all major hotels

POOL PARTY
MANDARIN ORIENTAL

TUESDAY 17 MAY 2011 - 19:30

Come along and relax
at the Pool Party
Enjoy a tasty barbecue buffet
and complimentary massages
helping to make this a perfect
mid-week escape
Located in the heart of the city with
a view of the city
Mandarin Oriental
Marina Square.
5 Raffles Avenue Singapore

Dress code : casual
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the magic and mystery of the

Entrance by invitation only
A shuttle service will be available
from all major hotels

combination of traditional and
modern performances, which
will provide the perfect climax
to a busy week of business.
Dress code: Smart casual.
Entrance by invitation only.
A shuttle service will be
available from all major hotels.

one2one meetings
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ONE2ONE meetings service
The ONE2ONE pre-scheduled meetings service is an integral element of the TFWA
Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE agenda. The ONE2ONE meetings put retailers,
exhibitors and airport service concessionaires in direct contact with representatives
from some of the biggest and fastest-growing airports in the Asia Pacific region.
Here, we profile a selection of those airports participating in 2011.

ONE2ONE with:
Cairns Airport

to starting on the retail area upgrade there.
Duty free is the best performer here and
the strategy is to maximise commercial
revenue by leading passengers into the
departure lounge via a newly designed
walk-through First Tax & Duty Free store
which will then flow on to the other retail

Cairns Airport is the gateway to the Great

which are popular with passengers.

stores and food and beverage outlets.”

Barrier Reef for millions of visitors each

The new food and beverage offer in the

The international departure lounge retail

year. There’s a variety of retail stores

domestic terminal is also proving popular

offer mirrors domestic with Purely Australian

in the international terminal, while the

with local brands Blue Sky Brewery and

and Purely Merino, Beach Culture, World

domestic terminal’s retail offer has been

Skybury Coffee performing well, along with

of Chocolate and Australian Produce, The

significantly boosted by a AUD$200 million

national brands The Coffee Club, Healthy

Sunglass Hut and International Currency

redevelopment completed in 2010. Plans

Habits and La Porchetta, and global name

Exchange. In addition, exclusive to

for a revamp of the international retail

Hungry Jacks. All are operated by master

the international terminal are Gallery

area are now underway, with the key aim

concessionaire Host Services Pty Ltd.

Tropical for Australian arts and crafts,

to create a walk-through duty free store.

“We also added a Skybury Coffee in the

and silver jewellery specialist Bico.

Kate McCreery-Carr, general manager

domestic Arrivals Hall and it’s boosting

“Cairns Airport aims to maximise its

commercial and terminals, Cairns Airport,

revenue from this sector. Prior to the

retail revenue by developing the optimum

explained that the latest addition in the

redevelopment, our arrivals areas offered

retail offer as demanded by our airport

domestic departure lounge is Health and

coffee cart service only,” said McCreery-

customers, serviced in partnership with

Beauty Express. “This is a new concept

Carr. “As we shift our focus over to our

expert retailers and underpinned by robust

store developed specially for Cairns Airport.

international terminal we’re looking forward

lease terms,” commented McCreery-Carr.

It offers travellers a good selection of
quality, affordable perfumes, cosmetics
pharmacy items. It is the result of contact
Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE 2010.”
Other new to Cairns concepts now in the
domestic Departure Lounge include Bijoux

Hong Kong
Airport Authority Hong Kong
India
Bangalore International Airport
Cochin International Airport
Delhi International Airport
GMR Group
Hyderabad International Airport
Male International Airport
Mumbai International Airports Ltd
Japan
Centrair Passenger Service
Fukuoka Airport Building Co
Japan Airport Terminal Co
Kansai International Airport Co
Narita International Airport

Saudi Arabia
King Fahd International Airport

Terner fashion accessories, Purely Merino,
World of Chocolate, Discover souvenirs

Singapore
Changi Airport Group

and gifts and Hub convenience. They join
Purely Australian, Australian Produce,

The Netherlands
Amsterdam Airport Schiphol

Newslink, Beach Culture, The Sunglass Hut
and International Currency Exchange. As
a tourism destination this mix of retailers
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China
Beijing Capital Airport Commercial &
Trading Co Ltd
Dalian International Airport Commerce
Company
Guangzhou Baiyun International Airport
Hainan Meilan International Airport
Hainan Sanya International Airport
HNA Airport Group
Qingdao International Airport Group
Shanghai HK Airport Co
Shanghai International Airport Co
Shenzhen Airport Co
Xiamen International Airport Group
Xi’an Xianyang International Airport
Yunnan Airport Group

Malaysia
Malaysia Airports Holdings Berhad (MAHB)
Malaysia Airports (Sepang)
Senai Airport Terminal Services

made between us and the proprietor at TFWA

gifts and products related to the region,

Australia
Cairns Airport
Melbourne Airport
Perth International Airport

Korea
Incheon International Airport Corporation
Korea Airports Corporation (KAC)

and skincare, as well as over the counter

reflects the strong performance of souvenirs,

ONE2ONE airports

The latest addition to Cairns Airport’s domestic departure lounge is Health and Beauty Express. “This is a new concept
store developed specially for Cairns Airport. It is the result of contact made between us and the proprietor at TFWA Asia
Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE 2010,” said McCreery-Carr.

UAE
Abu Dhabi Airports Company (ADAC)
Dubai Airports

one2one meetings
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ONE2ONE with:
Malaysia Airports
Holdings Berhad

CIAL is currently undertaking projects to add further retail
space in both the Domestic and International terminals.

ONE2ONE with:
Cochin International
Airport Limited

Malaysia Airports Holdings Berhad

The most exciting of the developments is the

(MAHB) – which operates and manages

addition of KLIA 2 – the new terminal that

39 airports across Malaysia – is currently

is currently under construction at KLIA and

undertaking various commercial

will be used exclusively by low-cost carriers.

development projects, including the rollout

“KLIA 2 is destined to be the new and exciting,

of its four Airport Commercial Models

bustling retail hub, a centre for fine selections

(ACM): Lifestyle, Leisure, Community

of F&B offerings, complemented by a High

and Corporate Responsibility.

Street Fashion Walk concept,” explained

At the flagship Kuala Lumpur International

Faizah Khairuddin, senior general manager,

Airport (KLIA), there are over 170 retail and

commercial services, Malaysia Airports.

F&B outlets, with duty free products (liquor

She added: “The space for the commercial

and cigarettes), perfumes & cosmetics, and

passenger offerings, namely retail, F&B and

chocolates and confectionery comprising the

lounges, spans more than 35,000sqm and

top three categories.

tender exercises are planned for the second

The commercial facilities at a number

half of the year.”

of airports in the MAHB portfolio will be

The KLIA Main Terminal Building Retail

upgraded as part of the ACM project over

Optimization Project is also ongoing. Phase

the course of the next year. At Langkawi

1, which started last year, includes the

International Airport, for instance, interior

rebranding and refurbishment of retail and

design enhancements in terms of a façade

F&B outlets. Phase 2, meanwhile, which

Cochin International Airport, located in

ongoing. The expansion of the airport’s

concept, kiosk and service counter models

commenced this year, focuses on product

Kerala, India, is currently focusing on

Domestic Terminal will also create

will improve product placement and

placement as well as brand and zoning

developing its commercial facilities in both

between 1,000 and 1,500sqm of retail

presentation, while new product offerings

positioning, with plans for optimal usage of

the Domestic and International terminals.

space, while the modification of the

will also be introduced.

the terminal area.

The current retail and F&B offering covers

International SHA retail area will result

At Penang International Airport, a major

Among the other major airports that are

floor space of 512sqm in the Domestic

in 500-1,000sqm of new retail area.

redevelopment is also underway, with the

also receiving retail renovations are Kota

Terminal and 915sqm in the International

The second phase of the Aerotropolis

commercial upgrade being designed to

Kinabalu International Airport and Kuching

Terminal, while the duty free offering

project is also underway and the aim

support the Lifestyle model.

International Airport.

in the International Terminal covers

is to “improve the performance and

a total terminal area of 1,166sqm.

revenue generation from the first

F&B is the leading category in the

phase of Aerotropolis activities”. This

Domestic Terminal, liquor and

project comprises an airport-based

confectionery lead the way in international

industrial park, which will include a

duty free, with Kerala souvenirs, apparel

hospital, hotel, retail mall, commercial

and leather goods proving popular

complex, handicraft village, convention

in the international retail area.

centre and logistics centre.

“More thrust will be given to increase

Outlining CIAL’s aims for the ONE2ONE

the existing commercial revenues,”

meetings, Abraham explained that

explained Jacob T. Abraham,

the main objectives are to interact

manager (retail business), Cochin

with original suppliers, duty free

International Airport Limited (CIAL).

operators and procurement agents

Recently completed projects include

who can help the airport in “widening

the addition of 285sqm of retail space

the product range of existing

in the International SHA, for which the

categories and add more categories

finalisation of the tender process is

that suit the customer profile”.

Khairuddin: “KLIA 2 is destined to be the new and exciting, bustling retail hub, a centre for fine selections of F&B offerings,
complemented by a High Street Fashion Walk concept.”
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welcoming cocktail
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welcoming
cocktail

Last night’s Welcoming Cocktail took place in the iconic and exquisite surroundings
of the Raffles Hotel. It provided the perfect welcome to Singapore and the opportunity to
network and relax before a busy week of business.
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welcoming cocktail
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01 Cécile Lamotte, marketing director, TFWA; Alain
Maingreaud, managing director, TFWA; Nadia Skouri of
Secret Wish; and Edith Petit, founder & CEO, Tintamar.
02 Martin Petchey, global head of GPT and trading,
Aldeasa and World Duty Free; Sylvie Lavagno,
international director travel retail, Christian Dior; and
Juan Manuel Olmos, category manager, Aldeasa.
03 Tan Lye Teck, executive vice president corporate,
Changi Airport Group; Juan Manuel Olmos, international
category manager perfumes & cosmetics, Aldeasa;
Cristobal Ayuso Mateos, strategy & corporate
development deputy director, Aldeasa and World Duty
Free; Alicia Viguri, strategy & corporate development,
Aldeasa and World Duty Free; and Sarah Branquinho,
business relations & external affairs director, Aldeasa
and World Duty Free.

04 Andreas Fehr, managing director, Kraft Foods; Steven
Candries, export and travel retail director, Guylian; Gebr
Heinemann’s Harry Diehl; Rajiv Bhatia, regional manager
Middle East, Gulf and Indian subcontinent, William Grant
& Sons; and Gerry Murray of Gerry Murray Consulting.
05 Bianca van der Hoorn, account manager, Gerzon;
Mariëtte Zonjee, senior manager duty free, Gerzon; Thom
Rankin, VP conferences and research, TFWA; Gerdine
Stappenbelt, buying manager Schiphol Airport, Gerzon;
and Marlijin Van-Straaten-Klemann, Schiphol category
manager retail, Gerzon.

01
02

06 Catherine Quarm, LS Travel Retail merchandise
and marketing manager for Pacific; Fédéric Chiocca,
fashion buying manager, Aelia; Amy Chan, strategy and
development director, LS Travel Retail; and Jacqueline
Chang, concept manager fashion, Lagardère Services
Asia Pacific.

03

07 Valiram Group’s Soklbir Kaur, brand manager;
Jun Li, brand manager; Sharan J. Valiram, executive
director; Irene Leonardo-Chan, brand manager; and
Chua Hweegek, regional manager.
08 Heidi Hoffmann, area manager travel retail &
special markets, Braun; Maaike Licher, sales manager,
Sea & Sky Supply; Wolf Ayen, managing director, AM
International; Carolina Marini, senior sales manager
travel retail, Troika; Rianne van de Kerkhof, business
unit manager, Sea & Sky Supply; and Nanouck Ickroth,
junior sales manager, Sea & Sky Supply.

04

09 Rakhita Jayawardena, president, King Power Traveler
Company and Erik Juul-Mortensen, president, TFWA.
10 Ryan Fox, director, travel retail & duty free,
Guess and Gc Watches, and Caroline Cheung,
president, Escale.

05

05
09

06

07

10

08
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singapore changi
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5-minutes with…
Ivy Wong, senior vice president, airside concessions, Changi Airport
Group, and Lim Peck Hoon, executive vice president, commercial,
Changi Airport Group

In celebration of Changi Airport’s 30th
anniversary in 2011, Changi Airport Group
(CAG) has launched an unprecedented 30
weeks of exciting shopping promotions and
fantastic deals starting in May. It is also
revamping the retail offer in Terminals 1 and
3. Ivy Wong, senior vice president, airside
concessions, and Lim Peck Hoon, executive
vice president, commercial, outlined the
details to Ross Falconer.

2010 figures show that concession sales at Changi grew by 15% compared with 2009 to exceed US$1 billion, driven by
a successful retail strategy, a recovering world economy, as well as robust passenger traffic growth. Changi handled a
record 42 million passengers in 2010 – a 13% increase on 2009.

Building on the positive response to Changi’s

“During the promotion period, one monthly

will run for 30 weeks from May to November

CAG is also rejuvenating the 30-year-

inaugural ‘Be a Changi Millionaire’ draw

finalist will be drawn after the close of each

2011, with a different product featured every

old Terminal 1 to enhance its shopping

last year, CAG is bringing the successful

month, with all seven monthly finalists

week at an incredible bargain,” said Wong.

ambience. As part of the Terminal

retail promotion back for a second time. The

eventually coming together for the Million

Building on its success in attracting more

1 upgrading project, retail and F&B

promotion will run for 30 weeks from 1 May

Dollar Grand Draw,” explained Wong.

local residents to visit the airport for leisure

space is being increased to provide

to 30 November 2011, and culminate in a

CAG has also launched ‘Fabulous Fridays’

and recreation, Changi is revamping and

more opportunities to expand the

Grand Draw in January 2012, where one very

– a special shopping deals programme

expanding the retail space in Terminal 3’s

retail offering. On completion of the

lucky shopper will win S$1 million. Shoppers

offering travellers and visitors at Changi

public areas this year. Lim said: “When all

full upgrading works, the number of

will qualify for the draw by spending a

Airport the opportunity to snag the season’s

the works are completed at the end of this

concessions in Terminal 1, across both

minimum of S$30 in a single receipt at

hottest buys at a fraction of the original

year, visitors can look forward to an exciting

landside and airside, will increase by

Changi, with the number of lucky draw

retail price. “Also held in conjunction with

retail mix and more choices at Terminal 3’s

around 25%, and total concession space

chances increasing with the amount spent.

Changi’s 30th anniversary, the programme

public areas.”

will grow by more than 10%.
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Raffaele Berardi, CEO, Tequilera
Corralejo; Sylvain Combe,
CEO, Sarl Peuch et Besse; Erik
Thomsen, regional manager,
William Grant & Sons; and
Olivier Magne, commercial
agent, Sarl Peuch et Besse.

SWING Time
A total of 64 keen golfers – the
maximum number possible – turned
out at the stunning Sentosa Golf Club,
Tanjong Course yesterday to take part in
the hugely popular and over-subscribed
golf event as TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE
ONE2ONE swung into action.

In partnership with:

of the ‘hole in one’, ‘nearest the pin’ and
‘longest drive’ competitions.

As the players made their way around the 18
holes, Dominique Bletry, export manager,
InterParfums, said: “It’s a good opportunity
for friends and golf addicts to get together. It
has been a friendly day and I think everyone is
really enjoying this beautiful golf course, which

The early-risers arrived on the golf course

I would say is one of the best in the world.”

at 06:30 and they were greeted with a buffet

Out on the course, Giles Marks, director

breakfast, which they enjoyed before making

travel retail, Maui Jim, said that his team

their way to the first hole under blue skies.

were having a “great time”, despite taking

Sponsored by InterParfums, the golfing got

time out to search for a wayward golf ball.

underway just after 07:30 as the players

Each of the four-strong teams played

teed off with the aim of winning the prize for

for almost five hours in the Singaporean

the best golfer on the day. In addition to the

sunshine before returning to the clubhouse,

main award, a number of other prizes were

where they were treated to lunch ahead of

also offered by InterParfums for the winners

the presentation ceremony.

Mr and Mrs Andrew Guilfoyle, general manager, Dufry; Nancy Miller, wife of Revlon Travel Retailing’s Art Miller; and René
Riedi, COO, region Eurasia, Dufry.

Having recorded the best score, Luke Maga, GTR
manager Australia/Pacific Islands & Licensing
Australia, Beam Global Spirits & Wines, was
announced as the winner and presented with a
set of golf clubs and a Paul Smith bag.
After taking to the stage to receive his prize,
Maga said: “It’s been a fantastic day and the
group I was playing with was really great.
The course is in perfect condition and it really
makes for a great start to the week. It’s the
first time I’ve taken part in the golf event so I
didn’t expect to win it. I did lose a ball at the
18th though, so I was quite nervous that I
might not have won it after that!”

Lip Giam Loo, CEO, Focus Network Agencies; Peter Dige,
travel retail director, Toms Confectionery Group; Juha
Ovaska, export director, Fazer Confectionery; and Tad
Teraizumi, VP sales, Hawaiian Host.

A range of other prizes, including watches

The winner: Luke Maga, GTR manager Australia/Pacific Islands & Licensing Australia, Beam Global Spirits &
Wines (centre), is presented with his prizes by InterParfums’ Renaud Boisson, managing director (left), and
Frédéric Garcia-Pelayo, director (right).

and fragrances from the likes of Burberry

Group’s Vincent Choo for the men’s ‘longest

and Jimmy Choo were also presented to the

drive’, and Nancy Miller, wife of Revlon

winners of each of the competitions.

Travel Retailing’s Art Miller, for the women’s

Among them were Toms Confectionery

‘nearest the pin’.
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conference programme
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The theme of this year’s conference is ‘Asia
Pacific Inside Out’. The focus will be on a
comprehensive analysis of the duty free and
travel retail industry in Asia Pacific, with
contributions from industry experts, retail
specialists and futurist thought-leaders.
The range of high-profile speakers will
assess where future potential lies and how
to cope with current challenges.

Conference
and Workshops
programme
Monday 16 May 2011

11:30-13:00 Workshops A & B

09:00-10:45 Opening Session

PLEASE NOTE: Workshops A and B run simultaneously

Theatre, Suntec Level 2
09:00-09:25

10:15-10:50

Workshop A: India Inside Out

Workshop B: Japan Inside Out

State of the industry address

Strategies for Duty Free and Travel Retail in

Room 303/304/305, Suntec Level 3

Theatre, Suntec Level 2

A panel of industry leaders from the Indian

With mixed news coming out of Japan on

a Decade of Change
Erik Juul-Mortensen, TFWA President,
will reflect on business in the Asia Pacific

Rohit Talwar, CEO, Fast Future, is a global

sub-continent will aim to shed light on the

both a macroeconomic and an industry

region in his state of the industry address.

futurist and retail industry thought-leader.

reality of airport retail in the market and

level, this session will aim to get behind

He will examine business opportunities over

His promises to be a provocative and

look at the prospects for all stakeholders in

the media messages to provide a deeper

the coming months against a backdrop of

inspirational address, highlighting the key

the near future and longer term.

understanding of this historic market for the

in-depth analysis of recent performance and

opportunities and challenges facing the

growth potential.

Asia Pacific travel retail sector over the

Do the challenges outweigh the

next decade. Among the topics covered

opportunities? The challenges are many, so

While there have been reported losses in

09:30-09:40

will be: Global trends and transformations

are the opportunities for the future attractive

retail revenues at Tokyo’s major airports

Sunil Tuli, President, APTRA and Managing

shaping the economic and consumer

enough to invest in this complex market

despite traffic increases over recent years

Director, King Power Group (Duty Free

landscape; key trends, opportunities and

today? Will the early birds win in the long-

and the economy being taken over by China

and Travel Retail) Hong Kong, will discuss

challenges for brands and businesses

term? With traffic set to expand significantly

in terms of global GDP, a strong yen has

how APTRA is aiming to provide exclusive

in the Asia Pacific region; opportunities

over the next decade, how will the millions

seen plane loads of Japanese tourists

insights into the behaviour of travellers

arising from new retail formats and new

of Indian travellers behave in the airport

travelling around the region, from Korea

with its new consumer research. He will

technology; and practical steps for adapting

stores? What is the right retail offer for

to Cairns, taking advantage of their revived

also highlight the reality of the regulatory

to a changing world, changing retail

India’s airports? What do Indian travellers

spending power. This session will see

situation and identify the issues affecting the

possibilities and changing consumers.

really want?

eminent speakers provide insight into how

Moderator: Michael Barrett, TFWA

Jacob Abraham, Manager (Retail Business),

is faring in light of these developments,

Conference & Research Manager

Cochin International Airport Limited

with a special focus on Japanese outbound

Dilip Kapur, President, Hidesign

traveller shopping behaviour with the TFWA/

Translation available in Mandarin

Deepak Talwar, Chairman, IDFS Tradings

JTM consumer research.

and Japanese

Rolf Blaser, Country Head, The Nuance

duty free and travel retail industry.

Japan’s duty free and travel retail industry

region, while calling for concerted action.
09:40-10:10
The challenge of luxury retailing in duty free
and travel retail in Asia today
Christian Blanckaert, President, Petit

Group India

Akito Abukawa, Chairman, Duty Free Shops

Bateau and former Vice President of

Kapil Kaul, CEO, CAPA India

Association of Japan (DFSAJ), President, the

Hermes International, will offer insights

Asahi Airport Service Co. Ltd.

into the success of luxury brands in Asia

Moderator: Marek Kolasinski, Managing

Harubumi Kobori, Senior Executive Vice

Pacific, looking at global competition against

Editor, Frontier Magazine

President & Representative Director, Narita

emerging high-end brands from the region. He

International Airport Corporation

will discuss the shift in emphasis of the luxury

Ming Lee Foo, Vice President Consumer and

segment from traditional consumer markets

Trade Marketing Worldwide Duty Free, JTI

to Asia, highlighting both the challenges and

Masato Takamatsu, President, Japan

opportunities for luxury brands.

Tourism Marketing

Moderator: Dermot Davitt,
Executive Director – Deputy Publisher,
The Moodie Report
Translation available in Mandarin
and Japanese
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10:50-11:30

13:00-14:30

Business networking with coffee

Business networking lunch, main ballroom

conference programme
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2011 conference & workshops sponsors:
Diamond:

Platinum:

Conference coffee break:

Conference portfolio:

13:00-14:30

14:30-16:00 Workshops C & D

16:30-17:30

PLEASE NOTE: Workshops C and D run simultaneously

Closing Session
Theatre, Suntec Level 2

TFWA Industry Association Working Lunch

Workshop C: China Inside Out

Room 208/209, Suntec Level 2

Theatre, Suntec Level 2

This working lunch session will seek to

“No end to growth” was the conclusion on

highlight the most pressing concerns and
threats for the industry, both globally and

Workshop D: Partnerships
in practice

The Secret to Superior Service

Room 303/304/305, Suntec Level 3

Your Service’

China at the Asia Pacific workshop during

There is much talk within the duty free

The conference will conclude with an

the 2010 TFWA World Exhibition in Cannes.

and travel retail sector about the need for

inspiring, refreshing look at ways in which

in the Asia Pacific region, with discussion

This session will dig deeper into this high-

a greater sense of partnership between

the Asia Pacific travel retail industry can

on collaborative solutions to address the

potential market for the duty free and travel

stakeholders. There are some strong

take simple yet effective steps to innovate

issues. Participants will be invited to discuss

retail industry.

examples already, but can more be done?

and improve the customer experience

how the industry can organise itself to

Ron Kaufman, Author and Founder of ‘Up!

in both airport and inflight retail. The

anticipate such threats and offset damage to

The workshop will explore the growth

This session will highlight concrete

session will focus on how the approach

the business.

of luxury brands in the Chinese market

examples of how airports, airlines, retailers

to customer service in Asia Pacific can be

Please note that places are limited and must

with Christian Blanckaert. The shopping

and suppliers are collaborating and will aim

tailored to ensure maximum penetration

be reserved in advance. Invitations will be

behaviour and desires of Chinese consumers,

to explore ways in which the partnership

and conversion.

sent to delegates prior to the conference.

as well as retail trends in China, will also be

spirit can be further enhanced to create

explored in detail by market experts. There

tangible benefits.

Moderator: Michael Barrett, Conference &

Sarah Branquinho, Business Relations &

will also be an insight into developments in

Communicating with consumers before,

Research Manager, TFWA

External Affairs Director, WDF & Aldeasa

China’s airport retail industry; Charles Chen,

during and after the travel experience will

Dr Peter Mohn, Partner and Co-founder of

Vice President, China Duty Free Group, will

be an area explored in detail, looking at

Translation available in Mandarin

m1nd-set - Global Marketing Intelligence

present on future growth and opportunities

solutions for an innovative approach to

and Japanese

& Solutions

for all stakeholders.

consumer communication while improving

Keith Spinks, Secretary General, ETRC

the relationship between all partners and

Sunil Tuli, President, APTRA, and Managing

Anson Bailey, Principal, Business

the consumer to create a unique travel

Director, King Power Group (Duty Free and

Development China, KPMG

retail experience.

Travel Retail) Hong Kong

Christian Blanckaert, President, Petit
Bateau

Patrick Bouchard, Travel Retail General

Moderator: Michael Barrett, Conference &

Charles Chen, Vice President, China Duty

Manager, PUIG

Research Manager, TFWA

Free Group

Emmanuel de Place, COO, Lagardere
Services Asia Pacific

Room changes
Please note that due to the high
number of pre-registered delegates,
there have been some changes to the
location of the Workshops and TFWA
Industry Association Working Lunch:

Moderator: John Rimmer,

Scott Norris, General Manager, Commercial

Executive Director – Business Development,

Services, Perth Airport

The Moodie Report

Rohit Talwar, CEO, Fast Future
Jay Woo, General Manager Travel Retail

Translation available in Mandarin

Asia Pacific, GTME Diageo

and Japanese

Moderator: Doug Newhouse,
Founding Editorial Director, The Travel
Retail Business

Workshops A and D will now take
place in room 303 / 304 / 305,
Suntec Level 3
The TFWA Industry Association
Working Lunch will now take place in
room 208 / 209, Suntec Level 2
Workshops B and C remain in the
Theatre, Suntec Level 2

16:00-16:30

17:30

Business networking with coffee

TFWA ASIA PACIFIC BAR, Suntec, Level 3
TFWA DAILY – 13

sponsor news

Focus on
innovation
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The Mentos Mini bags are filled with 20
miniature Mentos rolls in Strawberry, Cola,
Lime and Orange flavours. Each bag of
Mentos Kidz contains 15 miniature boxes in
a wide variety of fruit flavours. The sweets
are soft, making them ideal to be enjoyed by
children, while for added fun there is also a

Perfetti van Melle Global Travel Retail (Stand

game to play on the back of every bag.

Launched in the US
and Europe in early
2011, sales results
for the first Jimmy
Choo fragrance
have far exceeded
expectations. The
fragrance is available
from May 2011 in
Asia Pacific.

N3) will present new products for both of
its focus brands – Mentos and Chupa Chups
– at this year’s TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE
ONE2ONE. Its key focus at the event is on
innovation, finding out what is important
to the customer and translating that in
ways that boost mutual growth.
In the Chupa Chups
range, Perfetti van Melle
Global Travel Retail will
showcase the new Chupa
Chups Flower Bouquet
and Surprise Travel Pack.
The Flower Bouquet comes
with a personal note card
and contains two Chupa
Chups. The Surprise Travel
Pack is designed as a value
for money product to be
enjoyed by travellers and
children. With 12 different
surprises, it is a perfect
collector’s item. Each pack
contains four Chupa Chups
and a surprise toy.
New in the Mentos line are
the Mentos Mini and Kidz bags.

LightfootMarketing
Communications
opens ASIA
pACIFIC office

InterParfums'
innovation

Leading specialist travel retail

Marketing Asia offers a full range of

marketing agency Lightfoot Marketing

creative communications solutions

Communications has launched a new

tailored to each client’s strategic

division, Lightfoot Marketing Asia.

opportunity or challenge. This spans

InterParfums (Stand G29), with its rich

Launched in the US and Europe in early

Based in Singapore, Lightfoot Marketing

creative design for print and web,

brand portfolio, has many initiatives each

2011, sales results for the first Jimmy Choo

Asia is a full-service agency, creating

copywriting, video and photography,

year and 2011 is no different. Indeed,

fragrance have far exceeded expectations.

360-degree consumer and business-to-

events and PR.

according to Renaud Boisson, managing

The feminine fragrance ranks #1 in

business campaigns for travel retailers,

Depending on which client in the

director, InterParfums Singapore, it has

major department stores wherever it has

brands, airports and associated

Trinity the agency is working with,

“never been so innovative, active and

been launched. “This demonstrates that

businesses across Asia Pacific, the

this covers a wide scope of projects

successful in its choices”.

InterParfums has a new serious brand in

Indian subcontinent and Middle East. The

from communications strategy and

Determined to be ‘THE brand the whole

its portfolio that will certainly exceed 2011

move also allows the agency to better

planning, tender documents, airport

world is talking about in 2011’, Burberry

expectations,” said Boisson. The fragrance

serve the global accounts from both

RFPs and new space marketing

Fragrances is currently preparing a big

is available from May 2011 in Asia Pacific.

London and Singapore offices.

to promotions, point-of-sale

worldwide event – the Burberry Iconic

The Montblanc brand recently entered

Led by a management team with vast

communication, public relations,

Fragrance Launch. “This is certainly the

the InterParfums portfolio. Its new

experience in the sector, including

newsletters, business partner events,

biggest launch ever for the brand, and will

masculine fragrance is also available in

Peter Lightfoot and Alex Cook, Lightfoot

industry speeches and presentations.

certainly be the biggest launch of this year

Asia from May 2011. The design Studio

for the fragrance industry,” said Boisson.

of Montblanc worked closely with the

In March 2011, in Asia, retail sales of

InterParfums team to create a unique,

Burberry Fragrances increased by more

elegant and masculine fragrance bottle.

than +11% year-on-year, even before

The colour – deep black and silver – and

product initiatives such as Burberry Brit

the shape – rectangular with soft curved

Sheer and Summer, and the launch of Burberry

edges – are representative of the design

Sport Ice for men and women, the limited

codes of the brand. The bottle has the

editions that celebrate the first anniversary of

same touch, weight and feel as other

the Burberry Sport fragrances launch.

Montblanc products.
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Innovating
to drive
future
growth

them with value propositions that
encourage them to spend. We also
have to make sure we understand
the differing mindsets and buying
preferences that span a region of
over five billion people.”
Technology is transforming
what brands can do in the retail
environment and how they can
reach existing and potential
customers. Social media in
particular provides a platform to
hear the voice of the customer
and to really engage with them.
“We also have to recognise that
environmental awareness is

Rohit Talwar, CEO, Fast Future, will
address the Opening Session of the
TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE
Conference. He will focus on how to
drive growth through innovation, as he
explained to Ross Falconer.

rising across the planet and
customers now expect us to be
making real efforts to drive down
our ecological footprint. If we
can save on packaging, cut waste
and emissions, reduce energy
consumption and control water
usage, these will also help lower
our operating costs over time,”

Talwar: “The world is becoming more innovative and experimental – this encompasses
everything from store layout and product range to pricing and supply chain management.”

explained Talwar.

In what promises to be an
inspirational presentation,
Talwar will highlight key
consumer trends, discuss
examples of relevant
technology and retail advances,
and provide a set of ideas
on how travel retailers can
innovate in the years ahead.

“Economic growth is going to drive

The focus in terms of new retail

as augmented reality enable

economies and greater spending

a boom in consumer spending

formats and technologies will

customers to see themselves

power will see a rise in leisure

across the region. The challenge

be on enhancing the customer

in clothes without trying them

and business travel. Talwar’s key

for the sector is to learn how

experience, with design formats

on, while others such as 3D

message to delegates will be that it

to penetrate beyond the 10-

that stimulate more of the

holograms enable us to display

is imperative, now more than ever,

20% of customers that typically

senses, that engage the shopper

products in innovative ways,”

to think broadly about the kinds

make purchases in the airport

in imaginative ways and which

Talwar commented.

of innovation that can be pursued

environment,” he said. “We have

encourage people to spend more

There are exciting growth

in the travel retail environment to

to think hard about how we attract

time in-store. “Technologies such

prospects for many Asian

maximise this potential.
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01

A fresh
perspective
02

Fig-based scents,
fresh aquatics and
reinterpretations of
popular classics – you
can find all this and
more at this year’s
TFWA Asia Pacific
& GATE ONE2ONE.
Suppliers share their
insights into the next
big thing in perfumery.
Words Faye Rowe.

01 According to Cofinluxe, consumers in Asia Pacific are
becoming more cautious and are thinking twice before
buying a fragrance. The company says that the trend for
consumers to evaluate new products and compare prices
and promotions before they travel leads to less
spontaneous purchases.
02 L’Occitane’s Sweetie Hearts Shape solid perfumes
are exclusive to airlines.

The fragrance category can
always be relied upon to bring
exciting new launches to the fore.
In Singapore, all eyes are on the
latest line-up of scents that are set
to shake-up stock lists around the
globe. So what’s in vogue now?

03 Olivier Mariotti, export director, Koto Parfums, is
trying to convince operators of the huge potential of
the kids’ segment in travel retail. “Heinemann and
Aelia have incorporated a children’s segment into their
merchandising assortment and we would like to see
operators in Asia do the same.”

the hot favourite beauty trend of 2011 with

interesting statistics which help to support

to 27%, while the number of launches that

“Trends in perfumery are cyclical in nature,

the launch of fig collections from both

some of the comments mentioned above:

fall into the woody category have dropped

what was once popular is fast becoming the

international beauty power houses and

“Fragrance trends are always evolving

from 67% to 57%. The other categories have

talk of the town,” said Abdulla Ajmal, general

boutique companies. Evoking memories

– more so in the men’s category than

remained stable with orientals coming in at

manager, Ajmal Perfumes (Stand C2). “At

of summer, indulgence and fabulous food,

women’s when comparing new launches

10%, chypre at 3%, and aromatic at 3%.”

present we see a lot of fresh and aquatic

it looks great, smells great and works a

in 2010 vs. 2009,” said Rebeca Webber,

Industry insiders are aware that Asian

renditions of fragrances being launched

treat for body and hair care indulgence.”

international marketing director, Parlux

travellers tend to purchase fragrances

both for men and women. We are also

Looking back at the bigger picture, Thomas

Fragrances, Inc. “For women, the floral

as gifts rather than for personal use.

seeing the emergence of oriental creations

believes that both traditional floral scents

category is still leading with 53% of

Here, attractive packaging and value for

from internationally renowned brands.”

and fresher fragrances are holding strong.

the market share, followed by chypre

money do become more important.

Oriental perfumery is where Ajmal

Cofinluxe (Stand K29) has observed a

with 20%, oriental with 13%, fruity with

Millennium Fragrances’ (Stand D31)

excels and its expertise is evident

similar pattern alongside the growing

7%, and citrus and woody with 3%.

portfolio is perfectly positioned towards

with its contemporary new launches

importance of revamping and modernising

“In the men’s fragrance category I have

gifting. “Our perfumes represent the perfect

Accord Violet and Accord Boisé.

successful classics. “Fresh and light

noticed an increase in the number of new

‘guilty gift’,” said Priscilla Beaulieu, vice

The emergence of niche brands has also

fragrances (citrus/floral/fruity) are still

launches in the fougere category, from 20%

president international sales director,

caught Ajmal’s attention. “Travellers are

very popular, as are clear juices and bottles

more receptive to products they normally

conveying freshness,” said Jean-Pierre

don’t see in their country of origin and that

Grivory, president, Cofinluxe. Cofinluxe’s

makes it easier to attract their attention.”

Eau de Rubylips, Sea & Sun, and the newly

A quirky brand that has great potential

launched Dalilight are perfect examples

in travel retail is Nougat London (Stand

of this and all are doing well in Asia.

A2), which is exhibiting for the first time in

“Fragrances that are too strong, too sweet

Singapore this year. The company will be

and too simple are usually not popular

presenting its latest launch, NGT by Nougat

with Asian consumers who tend to like

London, which is its first collection for men,

‘balanced’ scents,” added Grivory. “Bottle

as well as its various other bath, fragrance

design does not seem to be the first focus

and body products. “A big trend that we’re

of consumers in the region, unless there is

noticing at the moment is for the resurgence

an outstanding design or an eye-catching

of fig as a fragrance,” said Phillipa Thomas,

detail, such as the rings featured on the

brand development manager, Nougat

bottles of the Charriol fragrances.”

London. “Fig is now firmly on track to be

Parlux (Stand B12) has recorded some
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04 Millennium Fragrances are sold in 30
duty free stores in China.
05 Parlux said there is great awareness of
designer trends and brands in the region.
However, some markets like Indonesia,
Malaysia and the Philippines are greatly
drawn to celebrity brands.

05

06 “The presence of fashion stores
definitely influences people’s choice,” said
Hilde Van Den Eede, marketing director
trade operations & public relations, travel
retail & export worldwide at Coty Prestige.

04

Millennium Fragrances. Its new line,

license for Kimmidoll fragrances. Each

also notes that EDPs and warmer scents

great opportunity to create awareness for

Kaloo Fluffy, boasts eight sets of 50ml and

collectable scent in the range carries

sell more during the last quarter of

up-and-coming brands in the market.”

100ml scented water bottles enhanced

a passport and tells its own story.

the year (due to the cooler weather),

Hello Kitty has indeed been exposed to three

with a soft rabbit or teddy bear for 130. For

“The range is aimed at 6-14 year olds,”

whereas fresh EDTs are best sellers

generations and Mariotti admits there is

Clayeux, there’s a new Skittle Game set

said Olivier Mariotti, export director, Koto

the whole year round. “Customers

a larger audience in Asia than anywhere

with a Clayeux Boy Eau de Toilette, while for

Parfums. “The dolls we picked to turn

generally switch to lighter scents during

else in the world. “We don’t do any specific

Corolle, there’s the novel Dressing Chic sets.

into fragrances are also the best selling

the summer season,” he added.

marketing to target this group,” he said.

“Products highlighting a special effort on

dolls. We expect the products to be a big

Coty (Stand HS10) agrees. “In general, the

It goes to show that it is harder to predict

bottle design seem to be very popular at

success and we are planning to launch

north favours lighter fragrances, whereas in

what will be the next bestsellers, as a

the moment,” she added. “The perfumes

around two new novelties each year.”

south Asia a wider variety is popular, thanks

number of factors must come into play in

to Anglo-Saxon presence as well as many

order to influence the shopper’s decision.

are praised for their value as accessories.
Indeed, the performance of fragrances

Destination scents

international travellers,” said Hilde Van Den

Ajmal begs to differ. “A celebrity endorsed

in Asia is really good for us, since

Another factor influencing what sells is

Eede, marketing director trade operations

fragrance might induce trial, but it is not a

consumers’ tastes in this region seem to

region as, in Asia Pacific in particular,

& public relations, Travel Retail & Export

given for people to buy these fragrances,”

favour delicate, discreet scents more than

preferences towards types of scents can

Worldwide at Coty Prestige. However, this

said Ajmal. “The people within the region

heady ones. Plus, as 2011 is the year of

vary according to location, rather than

research shouldn’t be generalised. For

have a good sense of smell and they can

the rabbit, it offers us a great opportunity

the season. “Light and fresh are the

instance, the Chloé signature scent and

recognise quality when they smell it. Hence,

to enhance our image, since our Kaloo

priority in the north, whereas sweet and

the recently introduced Chloé Love have

because of their keen sense of smell and

Liliblue line has a rabbit head. This region

EDP are more accepted in south,” said

been successful all across the region,

understanding of fragrances, it is difficult to

also offers more new consuming peaks,

Grivory. “Those in the south (Vietnam,

especially in Japan and South Korea.

entice them to purchase a fragrance based

such as lunar calendar’s new year.”

Indonesia, Malaysia and Thailand) may

“These fragrances are not considered as

on branded or celebrity endorsement alone.

Fellow supplier, Koto Parfums (Stand

also prefer EDPs to EDTs because of the

light fragrances: rose is at the essence of

The like factor is the most important aspect

M2) is also a leader in kitsch creations.

tropical weather. EDP conveys, for them,

the signature fragrance whereas Love is

that will help push the product to them. The

It has been presenting the Hello Kitty

the idea of long-lasting fragrance.”

a powdery floral,” said Van Den Eede.

second aspect would be value. They are not

brand of scents for almost three years

However, in markets where there are

Aside from hitting the right note

afraid to spend, if they know they are buying

now and has recently acquired the

four clearly defined seasons, Grivory

with ingredients, it is important to

a product that is providing them with the

consider that consumers in the Asia

perceived value they are actively looking for.”

Pacific region are known for being very

With the number of new brands

brand conscious. But how much does

and products increasing at such

this affect their decision to buy?

a fast pace, standing out from the

“Fashion and celebrity have a huge

crowd becomes a daily battle.

influence on peoples buying habits in

“In this respect, the competition is becoming

Asia,” said Thomas. “Celebrity endorsed

very tough and leading companies are

fragrances, popular illustrated characters

using the leverage of their power, and as

such as Hello Kitty and established

the Asian markets are the greatest in the

fashion brands will always remain hugely

world, are therefore investing a lot,” said

popular within this market. However, our

Grivory. “We are overcoming it by having

experience suggests that people in Asia,

distinct, unique and original products with

mainly women, like to keep very up-to-

notorious brands distributed by efficient

date with new trends within the fashion

and well introduced distributors.”

industry and have a very open mind to

Parlux believes the best opportunities lie

European fashion brands, which offers a

with targeting young consumers. “Most

06
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07

Ajmal
"We have an
extensive
knowledge base
and are pioneers
in the making and
marketing of
oriental
fragrances. This
allows us to
bring to market
fragrances that
have not been
exposed to the
said markets
before and
provides us with
a competitive
advantage."

08

of the countries in this region have a

retail exclusive ranking in the top five best

Daisy Eau So Fresh animation “showers

younger demographic than in Europe and

sellers on all the airlines it is listed with.

of flowers”. Additionally, colourful bubble

North America,” said Webber. “Young

L’Occitane (Stand HS15) has also found

gum machines have been introduced

people are very connected via the internet

success with its LAG-friendly heart-shaped

into some promotional areas.

and social media, which has become a

solid perfume. “Customers are looking for

Forging a connection with shoppers

global phenomenon. And of course with

new fragrance gestures and cute packaging

is the ultimate goal, which every part

this explosion of pop culture and the web

– the juice is not so important anymore

of the trilogy is seeking to perfect.

to drive it, young people are tuned in to

in Asia Pacific, but the packaging is more

“The products that we create and bring

celebrities around the globe 24/7. As a

relevant,” said Caroline Four, marketing

to market carry a unique signature

result we see a greater and stronger fan

manager travel retail Asia, L’Occitane.

which allows for differentiation in the

base for our celebrity branded collections

However, many suppliers would still

marketplace,” said Ajmal. “Ultimately,

than ever before. We attribute our success

argue that it’s the complete package

a fragrance is sold on the premise of

with Reb’l Fleur to the rapid global

that entices prospective consumers. A

fragrance alone. The packaging might

dissemination of information and the

huge part of the motivation in airport

induce first time purchase, but repeat

phenomenal power of Rihanna’s fan base.”

shops is having a creative look.

purchases are primarily based on scent.

Other suppliers are more focused on

“In-store, a huge point of difference

Oriental essences package a lot of

ingredients. “The biggest opportunity for

for our brands is our creative, exciting

mystique and this helps bring something

us is in the realm of oriental perfumery,”

packaging that delivers a considerable size

different to the table in terms of product

said Ajmal. “We have an extensive

impression,” said Webber. “For example,

offering. In terms of visibility, we ensure

knowledge base and are pioneers in

Reb’l Fleur features a bold, romantic image

through our marketing communications

the making and marketing of oriental

of Rihanna with warm pink packaging.

mix that the products receive an adequate

fragrances. This allows us to bring to

Marc Ecko Unlimited is housed in a large

amount of exposure to induce trial. From

market fragrances that have not been

unusual canister capped in bright green. The

there, the fragrance has to connect.”

exposed to the said markets before and

packaging is meant to visually reference a

How you achieve this is up to you.

provides us with a competitive advantage.”

can of spray paint. Both these brands stand
out not only for their visual innovation but for

Enticing eyes as well as noses

the larger-than-average scale of the bottles,

Looking at specific ways that suppliers

which creates a perception of both luxury

can grow their business, there are

and value in the minds of the consumer.”

numerous examples of success

Coty is continuously working to increase

both on and off the ground.

visibility for permanent in-store presence.

Coty has been busy increasing its visibility

“For example, new Calvin Klein guidelines

inflight. For instance KAL, which has

will be seen in-store shortly, which

never listed its products in the past,

show a clear and very strong brand

now features an average of five brands.

identity,” said Van Den Eede. “In terms

The Marc Jacobs solid perfume has

of promotional animation we look for

contributed to this success, as well as

different ways to attract the customer.”

the Chloé mini coffret, which is a travel

A good example of this is the Marc Jacobs

07 Ajmal is looking to engage
region-specific operators. “At
this point, a majority of our
partnerships are with Middle
Eastern operators and they
are working well for us,”
said Abdulla Ajmal, general
manager, Ajmal Perfumes.
“We provide something
unique in terms of our inflight
product offerings and this
helps push the product to the
travelling consumer.”
08 New exhibitor Nougat
London believes fig is the next
big thing in beauty.
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01

01 L’Occitane’s new 3D
Brightening Mask is an
intensive treatment that
smoothes, evens out and
brightens the complexion.

02 Artdeco’s aim is to continue
to expand awareness of the
brand all around the world.
03 Condensé Paris is
launching a new lightening
product: the Perfect
Lightening Serum. “Natural
active ingredients help
combat patchy skin tone and
brighten the complexion.
By studying these active
ingredients, we have been able
to incorporate them into our
formula to offer an intensive
eight-week beauty treatment
programme,” said Nathalie
Lamandé, CEO – Worldwide,
Condensé Paris.

Glowing results
Beauty suppliers
are honing in on the
skincare needs of Asian
women. Here, they
reveal how innovative
formulations and the
latest technologies are
boosting sales, and
also how the new wave
of Chinese travellers is
affecting the traditional
business model.
Words Faye Rowe.

02
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While beauty ideals can differ around the

and help to restore radiance. To capitalise

world, one thing many women can agree

on the success of the line, the company is

on is that, the longer you can hold off lines

now launching the Caviar Body Performance

and wrinkles the better. For suppliers,

Line, a problem-solving collection that re-

this translates into an insatiable need for

firms and re-shapes.

hard-working formations that get to work

New technologies are also attracting the

on imperfections and encourage a more

attention of consumers in Asia. The Talika

youthful-looking complexion.

Light Duo Collagen Booster and Skin

“Women of all ages have one ultimate

Lightener LED device, which keeps selling

goal; for the skincare they use to ensure a

out, emits wavelengths to help improve

more youthful looking, naturally beautiful

primary skin concerns such as wrinkles and

complexion,” said Sylvie Mong, marketing

pigmentation. It is completely hygienic, as

director international, Jurlique (Stand

there is no contact between the device and

F49). “Delaying the ageing process is a key

your skin and it’s also easy-to-use and non-

driver, but the need is expressed differently

invasive. The space-age gadget has been

according to the age group. Younger women

so succesful that Talika (Stand F8) is also

focus on prevention and protection, while

thinking of launching LED devices to target

older women (aged 35 and over) are looking

acne and redness.

for an intervention and a way to

“Asian women now have the privilege and

reduce wrinkles.”

luxury of indulging in beauty and skincare

Jurlique’s new Ultra Firm and Lift Cream,

rituals completely unavailable to the elder

which has launched in the Purely Age

generation,” said Vanessa Welch, general

Defying Collection, is perfect for helping

manager, Talika & Marketing (HK) Ltd.

those in the 35+ age bracket, with its

“Be it a relaxing spa treatment or a simple

hardworking botanicals that are proven

at-home ritual, they have an ever-widening

to reduce the appearance of lines and

choice of lifestyle products to pamper their

wrinkles, boost skin elasticity and redefine

skin and enhance their beauty. However,

facial contours.

compared with their counterparts in the

“One of the major skin concerns in Asia

western world, Asian women remain

Pacific is anti-ageing,” agreed Sandrine

conservative towards invasive anti-ageing

Maier, international public relations,

skincare methods. New, non-invasive

Artdeco (Stand H3). Its Caviar Performance

skincare technology has transformed

Face Line is perfectly suited to those looking

a former dream that was exclusive to

to delay the effects of time. Made with

celebrities into a daily essential which

deluxe caviar and blended with beneficial

is accessible.”

oils and high-tech ingredients, it helps to

Research has shown that consumers in

guard against wrinkles and other signs of

the region have a greater belief in the

ageing. At the same time, vitamins, minerals

transformative effect of skincare. “They

and gold particles nourish the complexion

talk in more detail about the specific

03

Mong
"Women of all
ages have one
ultimate goal;
for the skincare
they use to
ensure a more
youthful
looking,
naturally
beautiful
complexion."

skincare and cosmetics
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benefits they seek, such as whitening, pore
reduction, skin conditioning and elasticity,”

Maier
"Women in the
region desire
a fairer
complexion so
they use
illuminating
Mineral Powder
Foundation,
which has all
the coverage
of a classic
foundation with
the silky,
mattifying
consistency of a
loose powder."

said Mong.
Another key difference is that Asian women
have been educated to use an extensive
skincare regime. “They have a much more
sophisticated daily skincare routine using at
least four to five steps including a cleanser,
toner, essence, eye cream and then a
moisturiser with SPF protection,” added
Mong. “Additionally, more women are now
using night cream.”
According to Condensé Paris (Stand L2),
consumers in Korea are using seven
different products every morning and the
company is launching a booster serum to
enrich the ritual.

Fair game
Another well-documented skin concern
among Asian women, which is somewhat
linked to anti-ageing, is the desire for a
fairer complexion. These days, the approach
is much more sophisticated than just

04

‘whitening’, with products to target specific
problem-zones and a focus on achieving a
04 Pupa’s Reshaping Salt
Scrub is a new launch at
TFWA Asia Pacific &
GATE ONE2ONE.

more even skin tone, rather than a dramatic

which is exclusively sold in Asia, consists

UVA and UVB rays.” The result? Smoother,

culture-defying transformation.

of five individual sheet masks saturated

more radiant skin that makes the perfect

“Asian women are concerned about

with brightening ingredients. Aside from

base for make-up.

dark spot and UV protection, therefore

skincare, there are various cosmetics

Of course, the other big trend is for natural

brightening care is key to their beauty

available to help.

products. “Especially in this part of the

routines,” said Caroline Four, marketing

“Women in the region desire a fairer

world where people are very much aware

manager travel retail Asia, L’Occitane (Far

complexion so they use illuminating

of the effects of natural ingredients,” said

East) Ltd. L’Occitane (Stand HS15) has

Mineral Powder Foundation, which has

Mong. “It is understood that when you use

developed a range of brightening care

all the coverage of a classic foundation

natural products it can take longer to see

products, using the properties of daisy

with the silky, mattifying consistency of a

an effect. However, the results are typically

flower to control melanin production that

loose powder,” said Maier. “It also contains

longer-lasting as the formations work at

is responsible for pigmentation. “This is a

minerals to help conceal blemishes and

a deeper level and results occur from

fantastic ingredient to effectively decrease

other imperfections. Coloured pigments

the inside out.”

dark spots while lightening and evening out

reflect the light and so reduce fine lines

The biggest challenge Jurlique is facing

extensive research in Hong Kong where its

the complexion,” said Four.

and enlarged pores. In addition, zinc oxide

now is overcoming the preconceived idea

downtown location provides great duty free

The new 3D Brightening Paper Mask,

protects against the damaging effects of

that many consumers in other parts of the

business for the brand. The findings show

world think that natural products are not as

that 36% came to stock up on a product

efficacious. Its new products show that the

they know, 34% came based on a friend’s

company is moving in the right direction.

recommendation and 24% were passing by

Its newly launched Purely White range is

and saw products on display.

free from harsh chemical ingredients and

“At the airport, shoppers have even less time

delivers visible results in just four weeks.

to browse, so I suspect that there are more

Taking a look at the market for men’s

impulse purchases,” said Mong. “The inflight

skincare and cosmetics in Asia for a

purchase has a slightly different shopper

moment, there is evidence to suggest that

insight: half of the shoppers are business

it is still a growing segment. “Men tend to

travellers buying for their wife or partner and

take better care of their skin now as there

the other half purchase for gifting or personal

are more products available exclusively

use. What is obvious is that whenever you

for them,” said Nanthida Pla Ratanakul,

have impactful advertising in the shopping

marketing manager, Thann-Oryza (Stand

catalogue, you sell more. It is a question of

C6). “They are more interested in anti-

having the right offer at the right price with

ageing products such as face creams and

the right advertising.”

serums to reduce wrinkles, as well as sun

“At the airport, the number of impulse

protection they can use on a daily basis.”

purchases is definitely increasing, therefore

Artdeco has also ventured more into the

getting the packaging right is strategically

men’s skincare and cosmetics market lately.

important,” said Lavinia Fazio, public

“Interest in make-up products for men

relations manager, Pupa (Stand F9).

is growing,” said Maier. “We developed a

“Consumers are very conscious of fashion

few ‘helpers’ for them such as the Mineral

trends and look for a make-up brand

Concealer and the Perfect Teint Concealer.”

which enables them to interpret their style.

05 “Make-up is a growing
category in Asia Pacific.
However, skincare remains
the largest ‘must-win’
category if you want to
be successful in this part
of the world,” said Sylvie
Mong, marketing director
international, Jurlique.

We have responded with four seasonal

05
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Attracting consumers

collections each year and with a full range of

While efficacy, branding and high-tech

colours which are highly versatile.”

technologies clearly inspire people to

Of course, the more eye-catching you can

make a purchase, insights into changing

make a product (within reason), the better.

behaviours can help us get to grips with the

Thann is well known for its award-winning

subtleties that affect motivation.

packaging and product design, which stands

In order to understand more about shopper

the company in good stead for travel retail.

behaviour, Jurlique has carried out

“Creative and user-friendly packaging

skincare and cosmetics
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plays an important role in the buying
process,” said Pla Ratanakul. “You need
to catch the consumer’s attention as soon
as they walk past the shop or shelf. Shop
design and great service from staff also
play an important role in impressing Asian
consumers, especially first-time buyers.”
For Talika, two elements are key to attracting
attention: first is a strong visual introducing the
product. Second is validating the effectiveness
of the product by including clinical trial
data, test results and key active ingredients.
“These two things combined help passengers
understand the product and can influence
their purchasing decision,” said Welch.
Emerging retail channels such as the
internet mean the trilogy has to up its game
even more.
“Travellers are looking for an experience,”

“Chinese travellers, with their willingness

said Mong. “More brands are keen to

to try new luxury brands showcasing the

launch exclusive travel retail packs to keep

latest technology and targeted to their

up momentum and make shopping more

needs, have changed this status quo,”

enjoyable and exciting.” Jurlique offers

said Welch. “Their high spending habits

exclusive travel retail packs alongside other,

have been an added boon to business.

more specific promotions. For instance,

These new wave Chinese consumers

passengers looking for gifts for family and

are not afraid to try new brands whose

friends will appreciate the Jurlique Hand

products offer the results they are seeking,

Cream Trio, whereas the Jurlique Lovely

regardless of price.” In this respect,

Skin Balm Trio is more suited to business

Talika has an advantage as a small brand

travellers wanting to treat a spouse.

offering breakthrough solutions previously

Pupa’s goal is to consolidate its presence

unavailable on the market.

in the market and to work with distributors

As Welch said: “We will continue to innovate

to become ‘true’ business partners. The

and develop products that integrate safe,

company is also looking at investing in

proven scientific and medical technology

emerging markets.

with today’s beauty concerns.”
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06

07
06 Thann-Oryza is launching exclusive travel retail sets
at the show, which include a body care set, a facial care
set, a weekly facial care regime and a solid perfume set.
07 Talika’s Light Duo Collagen Booster and Skin Lightener
LED device emits wavelengths to help improve primary
skin concerns such as wrinkles and pigmentation.

children's items
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Another strong turnout of
exhibitors showcasing children’s
toys and gifts highlights the
positivity surrounding the
Children’s Items sector. A strong
start to 2011 has set the trend
for what should be another
encouraging year.
Ryan Ghee reports.

01
03

Gifts and toys on
growth trajectory
Sales in the Children’s Items subcategory have long been driven by
exclusivity, innovation and the age-old
‘guilt factor’, and as the trio of factors
continues to play a vital role, sales
figures continue to strengthen.

01 Travel Retail Experts is presenting its portfolio of
products, which includes the WWF plush toys, mico-mic construction kits, and the Air-Val Disney and
Barbie collections of junior toiletries and gift sets.

additions to each of the ranges are being
presented for the first time here in Singapore.
In order to push sales, ‘gift with purchase’
(GWP) promotions are being offered to aid

02 Lamy – exhibiting for the first time in Singapore
– is highlighting its range of products, which have
been specifically designed to help children who are
learning to write.

retailers. “Asian markets respond well to
GWPs and ‘packages’ such as the WWF
Mother and Baby range and the ‘Buy 2 for…’

“2010 was an excellent year for us,

in mic-o-mic,” Mumenthaler explained. “They

despite the recession, and 2011 is already

also like gift presentations of a selection of

proving even better – particularly in the

items and the Barbie and Disney toiletries

Asia Pacific region where sales have

often have small items like hair slides or lip

bounced back very quickly,” explained

gloss with an EdT (Eau de Toilette).”

Richard Kennedy, group sales &

Lamy (Stand E5) is a first-time exhibitor at

marketing director, Scorpio Distributors

TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE and

(Stand K28). “The children’s category is

while the company is already represented in

buoyant, especially within travel retail.”

65 countries around the world, it is aiming to

Scorpio is presenting a range of its latest

further extend its presence in travel retail.

products in Singapore, including the

The products being showcased include a

Humphrey Camel Gift Set and the Faber-

range designed specifically to help children

Castell Collection – Red Range, which is a

learn to write. Recognising individual

triangular GRIP pencil range with integrated

handwriting as “an important cultural asset

non-slip ‘dots’ that help children to learn

and the expression of distinctive personality”,

how to hold and grip a pencil properly. Also

special importance has been placed on the

new is the Hape Range and the Garden Gang

design of school fountain pens, while the

cuddly characters – the newest addition to

‘Lamy abc’ system to help children learn to

the JUST range of plush toys – are also

write has also been developed in cooperation

on show.

with teachers and educators.

Kennedy said: “The children’s category

Erich Daniel, general export manager, said:

is growing, but it is also very competitive

“Around the world, Lamy is regarded as a

and there are a lot of brands out there. As

pioneer among the manufacturers of branded

far as Scorpio is concerned, our massive

writing instruments because the company

advantage is that our JUST range is

constantly excels with innovative ideas, the

completely exclusive to travel retail, offering

highest quality and modern design.”

a range of products that simply cannot be

The company’s aim for the rest of the year,

found on the domestic market.”

Daniel said, is to “keep up the level of

Travel Retail Experts (Stand C8) is also

growth and make further improvements in

present at this year’s TFWA Asia Pacific &

productivity, while continuing to provide its

GATE ONE2ONE. Jürg Mumenthaler, director,

customers with best quality made in Germany,

said: “Travel Retail Experts has only been in

backed by an excellent supply service”.

the travel retail market for a few years and

This positive sentiment is also shared by

they have been tough years to launch new

both Scorpio and Travel Retail Experts, both

brands, particularly toy brands.” Despite this,

of which are expecting the remainder of

having cemented a foothold in the industry,

2011 and beyond to bring a further increase

he explained that “we are now into growth

in sales, with this week’s show playing a

mode and the future looks promising”.

major role. Mumenthaler concluded: “Travel

The company is presenting its portfolio of

Retail Experts views TFWA Asia Pacific &

products, which includes the brightly coloured

GATE ONE2ONE as a great opportunity to

mic-o-mic construction kits, WWF plush toys

bring our three ranges to the attention of the

and the Air-Val Disney and Barbie collections

Asian market. We aim to meet and secure as

of junior toiletries and gift sets. Brand new

much new business as possible.”

02

03 Kennedy: “2010 was an excellent year for us,
despite the recession, and 2011 is already proving
even better – particularly in the Asia Pacific region
where sales have bounced back very quickly.”
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association of asia pacific airlines

Continued
growth for
Asia Pacific
airlines
Asia Pacific carriers account for 28%
of global passenger traffic and 43%
of global cargo traffic and look set for
continued growth as overall demand
for air travel increases. According
to Herdman, Asia’s share of world
passenger traffic is projected to reach
33% – of a much-enlarged global
market – over the next two decades.
Despite the reasonably positive start
to the year, the outlook for aviation is
somewhat tempered by the sharp rise in oil
prices, which could potentially undermine
the global economic recovery. The
consequences of the earthquake in Japan
have also led to significant disruptions to
normal travel patterns. “Japan generally
accounts for about a fifth of overall traffic

TFWA ASIA PACIFIC & GATE ONE2ONE monday 16 may 2011

During the first quarter of 2011, overall
passenger traffic for Asia Pacific airlines grew
by +3% compared with the same period last
year to more than 46 million. Andrew Herdman,
Director General, Association of Asia Pacific
Airlines (AAPA), outlined the challenges and
opportunities facing carriers in the region.
Ross Falconer reports.

Herdman:
"Japan generally
accounts for
about a fifth of
overall traffic
within the Asia
Pacific region, and
we saw sharp
falls in demand
for travel to,
from and within
Japan in the
weeks following
the earthquake."

within the Asia Pacific region, and we saw
sharp falls in demand for travel to, from

also announced temporary cuts in frequencies

and within Japan in the weeks following the

to Japan in the aftermath of the earthquake,”

earthquake,” explained Herdman. “Japan

commented Herdman.

also accounts for a significant share of trade

The downturn in global economic activity in

volumes given the major role it plays in the

2008-2009 had a very severe impact on the

global production of semiconductors and

aviation industry. Asia Pacific carriers were

automotive parts. However, we have begun

particularly hard hit by the sharp declines

to see some tentative signs of a pick-up in

seen in the premium business travel and

travel demand in Japan.”

air freight markets. According to Herdman:

Overall, the continued recovery in the US

“Airlines reacted appropriately by moving

economy, as well as growth in China, Australia,

quickly to adjust capacity and introduced

India and the South East Asian countries,

a range of measures to restrain costs

should help sustain traffic growth.

throughout the business, while preserving the

In response to changing traffic demand

workforce, which stood them in good stead as

patterns, Asia Pacific airlines have been adding

the markets recovered strongly in 2010.”

new services or frequencies to destinations

Asia Pacific airlines have a well-deserved

worldwide. For example, Singapore Airlines

reputation for delivering superior customer

recently announced a new service to Sao

service, and are constantly seeking

Paulo in Brazil, its first destination in South

innovative new ideas. Inflight retail sales are

America, while Cathay Pacific announced

certainly an important source of ancillary

frequency increases to various points in

revenues, and Herdman explained that these

Europe in response to increased demand. “For

are being extended to include event tickets

obvious reasons, many Asian carriers have

and other destination-focused services.

Herdman:
"Airlines reacted appropriately by
moving quickly to adjust capacity
and introduced a range of measures
to restrain costs throughout the
business, while preserving the
workforce, which stood them in
good stead as the markets
recovered strongly in 2010."
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Exhibitor
addendum
Fashion & Accessories

K9 – Fratelli Rossetti
Via Cantu 24
20015 Parabiago (MI)
Italy
Tel:.......................................... +33 6 07 45 82 71
E-mail:.................................... sophie.weber@rossetti.it
Web:........................................ www.fratellirossetti.com
Contact:................................... Giovanni Bonatti - General Manager, Worldwide
Sophie Weber - Area Manager, Asia/Travel Retail

Jewellery & Gifts

E02 – AM International
Ringstrasse 2
61476 Kronberg
Germany
Tel:.......................................... +49 172 6872901
E-mail:.................................... wolf@am-international.de
Web:........................................ www.am-international.de
Contact:................................... Wolf Ayen - Managing Director, Worldwide excl. Americas
Klaus Mellin - Director, Worldwide excl. Americas
Victor Garcia - Vice President (CTI International Group), Americas

A29 – Elle (Topbrands)
Topbrands (HK) Ltd
Suite 703 7/F, Harbour Centre Tower II
8 Hok Cheung Street
Hunghum
Kowloon
Hong Kong
Tel:.......................................... +852 2362 6300
E-mail:.................................... tammy@elle-time.com, info@elle-time.com
Web:........................................ www.elle-time.com, www.ellejewelry.com
Contact:................................... Tammy Gorali - Sales, Worldwide
Kim Chen - Sales, Worldwide
Guido Jenniges - Sales Representative, Worldwide

Wine & Spirits

P02 – Douglas Laing & Co Ltd
18 Lynedoch Crescent
Glasgow G3 6EQ
United Kingdom
Tel:.......................................... +44 141 333 9242
Fax:......................................... +44 141 333 9245
E-mail:.................................... fred.laing@douglaslaing.com
Web:........................................ www.douglaslaing.com
Contact:................................... Fred Laing - Joint Managing Director, Global Duty Free
Stewart Laing - Joint Managing Director, Europe/Far East
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new products
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Chic
watches
TAX FREE WORLD
ASSOCIATION
63, Rue de la boétie
75008 Paris France

New Exhibitor
ELLE (Topbrands) is presenting
a selection of the latest timepieces

Tel : +33 1 40 74 09 86
Fax : +33 1 40 74 09 85

from ELLE TIME Collections – the
brand extension to the largest fashion
publication in the world, ELLE Magazine.

ALAIN MAINGREAUD
Managing Director
a.maingreaud@tfwa.com

The black-coloured Jetlag watch
has been available for the past two
years and following its international
success, rose and white colours are now

cecile lamotte
Marketing Director
c.lamotte@tfwa.com

available in the travel retail market.
The feminine and cosmopolitan watch
has a dual time zone function, and the
names of major cities from around

PRODUCED BY

the world are featured on its dial and
embossed strap. The bezel is embellished
with crystals, while the case is set with
a genuine ruby – the brand signature.
A range of the brand’s other watches
is also being showcased and in each

IAN HILL
Publisher

of the models, today’s big trends are
coupled skilfully with lifestyle, fashion,

ian@pps-publications.com

craftsmanship and elegance.

Stand A29

Masterful
malt

the palate too, where they combine with spice
and toffee to create a long and smooth finish.
“We are delighted to be introducing this
creating this malt and I am satisfied that all the
hard work, dedication and devotion has paid off.

International Beverage Holdings is unveiling

Whisky enthusiasts worldwide will really enjoy

a new Vintage of Balblair Highland Single

this newest member of the Balblair family.”

Malt Scotch Whisky at TFWA Asia Pacific &

James Bateman, global travel retail

GATE ONE2ONE.

manager, added: “Travel retail is a key

Balblair 1995 will be available exclusively

sales platform in International Beverage’s

through global travel retail in one-litre

brands strategy for 2011. The decision to

bottles and with a new gift box that has been

launch the latest Balblair Vintage at TFWA

reduced in size by over 10% to make it

Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE underlines

more portable for those purchasing

our commitment to invest in the travel

while travelling.

retail channel; it is the perfect platform to

Bottled at 46% abv for maximum flavour, the

introduce our brands to the wider Asian/

full-bodied single malt has a nose of pears,

Pacific market.”

Citrus and vanilla notes are also present on

paul@pps-publications.com

John MacDonald, distillery manager, said:
expression. Much time and care has gone into

pineapple, green apple, coconut and vanilla.

PAUL HOGAN
Managing Director

Stand M1

ROSS FALCONER
Editor
ross@pps-publications.com

RYAN GHEE
DAN HOGAN
Assistant Editors
ryan@pps-publications.com

FAYE rowe
Fashion & Beauty Editor
faye@pps-publications.com

JENNY RAYNER
Sales Director
jenny@pps-publications.com

RICHARD JENDE
Head Designer
richard@pps-publications.com

VICTORIA WILKINSON
Designer
victoria@pps-publications.com

Classic
French
scents

that can be previewed on the JeanCharles Brosseau stand. The
range consists of the Ombre
Jasmin-Lilas, Rose and
Bergamote product lines.
Homme – is also being
showcased, comprising three

The latest fragrances from Jean-Charles

separate male scents.

Brosseau are being presented this year at

In order to further consolidate the

TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE.

company’s positioning in existing local

Ombre Rose L’Original, a floral, oriental

markets and to expand in Asia

blend of honey, peach, rose, iris, musk,

Pacific, two new fragrances

vanilla and coumarin, is now established as

will be launched at the end

a classic of the French perfumery, and the

of summer – one for him,

company is now aiming to establish its latest

and one for her.

Fleurs d’Ombre is among the collections
30 – TFWA DAILY

photography@grantpritchard.co.uk

Bleue, Violette-Menthe,

The men’s collection – Collection

variations in the Asia Pacific market.

GRANT PRITCHARD
Photographer

Stand Q1
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